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We generalize the concepts of a fragment and an atom of a graph and show that these 
generalizations have properties similar to the common concepts. We prove that a contraction- 
critical, finite graph G has at least ICI/3 triangles and that a finite graph G is g-connected if 
every complete subgraph of G is contained in a smallest separating set of G. We study some 
further classes of graphs (almost critical graphs, C,-critical graphs) and discuss some 
applications. 
0. Introduction 
Properties of atoms and ends derived in [7] have turned out to be valuable tools 
in studying connectivity of graphs. But sometimes it is inappropriate to consider 
all smallest separating vertex sets and it is necessary to confine oneself to 
separating sets having special properties. So we will generalize these concepts in 
Section 1 and point out which properties of fragments, ends, atoms, and critical 
graphs carry over to these generalized concepts. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we will give some applications of the general results of 
Section 1. Especially, we shall see in Section 2 that some of the results of [2] are 
immediate consequences of the properties of s-atoms and G-ends. Moreover, we 
shall prove that every contraction-critical, finite graph G has at least 4 (G( 
triangles, where ]G] denotes the number of vertices of G. At the end of the paper 
we shall see that a contraction-critical, infinite graph does not necessarily contain 
a triangle, but it must contain one if it is locally finite. In Section 3 we consider 
C-critical graphs, i.e. graphs where every complete subgraph is contained in a 
smallest separating vertex set. We shall show that every C-critical, finite graph is 
&connected, but I do not yet know if such a graph exists. If there were no 
C-critical, finite graph this would prove a well-known conjecture of Slater [13]. 
First we give some definitions and notation. All graphs considered in this paper 
are supposed to be finite, unless otherwise stated. The edge joining the vertices n 
and y is denoted by [x, y], the degree of x in G by d(x; G), and the subgraph of 
G induced by T E V(G) by G(T). For e = [x, y] E E(G), V(e):= {x, y} and for 
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T E V(G), 
N(T;G):= U 
eeE(G)AV(e)nT#0 
V(e) - T. 
The set of components of G is denoted by E(G). For a subgraph A c G, 
G-A:=G-V(A) and also for V’ G V(G), V’ -A := V’ - V(A). If no confu- 
sion seems possible, in set theoretic notation and in notation such as N(T; G) we 
do not always distinguish strictly between a subgraph and its vertex set. Z, means 
the integers mod II. 
We write p(G) for the connectivity number of G. We call a separating vertex 
set T with ITJ = p(G) a smallest separating set of G and define 5(G) : = {G(T) : T 
a smallest separating set of G}. A vertex x of G is called critical if p(G - X) = 
p(G) - 1. Setting Cr(G) := { x E V(G) :x critical in G}, we call a graph G critical 
if Cr(G) = V(G). For T E S(G), a T-fragment is a union of at least one, but not 
all components of G - T. A fragment F of G is a T-fragment for any T E S(G), 
and this uniquely determined T = G(N(F; G)) is denoted by TF. If F is a fragment 
of G, then F := G - (F U T,) is a T,-fragment, too, the complementary fragment 
of F. (Sometimes we write more exactly PG.) An inclusion-minimal fragment is 
called an end and one of least order an atom. The order of an atom of G is 
denoted by a(G). 
1. General results 
In some proofs in Sections 2 and 3 we do not consider T-fragments for all 
T E E(G), but only for certain ones. So we need some generalizations of the 
results on atoms and ends as proved in [7] and [ll]. First we give the necessary 
definitions. 
For a graph G, let G be a non-empty set of subset of V(G) and define 
E,(G):= {T E X(G): there is an S E % with S c T}. An G-fragment of G is a 
T-fragment of G for any T E X,(G). An inclusion-minimal E-fragment of G is 
called an G-end of G and one of the least vertex numbers is an G-atom. The 
order of an G-atom of G is denoted by aG(G). The graph G is called Q-critical if 
and only if every S E G is contained in any T E E(G) and for every G-fragment F, 
there is a T E Z(G) such that T n F # 0 and T n (F U TF) does contain an S E 6 
We give some remarks and examples. Unlike as in the normal use of ‘critical’, 
an 6critical graph is never complete. Hence it has G-ends and at least one 
G-atom. Of course, an (Z-atom is an G-end and an G-end is connected. If G 
is (Z-critical and lJStG S = V(G), then G is critical. Usually, G will have the 
property that for every c-fragment F, there is an S E G such that S c F U TF and 
S n F # 0. For an 6 with this property, G is G-critical if and only if every S E G 
is in a T E S(G). 
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Example I. 
(1) For any graph G and any positive integer k s ]G(, define G : = {S E 
V(G) : (S( = k}. Th en the graph G is G-critical if and only if every set of k 
vertices of G is contained in a smallest separating set of G. Such graphs, as well 
as complete graphs K,, of order n > k, are called k-critical. Hence a graph G is 
k-critical iff IG] > k and p(G - S) = p(G) - k for all S E V(G) with JSJ = k. An 
(n, k)-graph is a k-critical graph of connectivity number II. 
(2) For G:= {O}, an G-critical graph is called almost critical. Including the 
complete graphs, we define a graph G to be almost critical iff F rl Cr(G) # 0 for 
every fragment F of G. Of course, every critical graph is almost critical, but not 
vice versa (cf. Example II). A non-complete, almost critical graph is 2-connected 
(see Corollary 1). 
(3) For a graph G and a positive integer k, define Ck := {V(K): K is a 
complete subgraph of G with [ K( = k or a clique of G with 1 K( d k}. (As usual, a 
clique is an inclusion-maximal complete subgraph.) Then the graph G is 
C,-critical iff every complete subgraph K of G with JKI s k is contained in a 
T E E(G). Hence a non-complete graph is C,-critical iff it is critical, and it is 
&-critical iff it is contraction-critical. 
(4) For a graph G, define C : = Ck for any integer k 3 1G1 where C, is as in (3). 
Then the graph G is C-critical iff every complete subgraph K of G is contained in 
a T E ‘s(G). I have not yet found a C-critical finite graph. 
(5) For any connected graph G and any positive integer k s (Cl, consider 
G := {S c_ V(G): ISI = k and G(S) connected}. Then G is G-critical iff every 
connected subgraph of order k is contained in a T E S(G). Hence this is also a 
reasonable generalization of ‘critical’ and ‘contraction-critical’. 
Before we consider some of the classes given in I in more detail in Sections 2 
and 3, we will point out in this section which results transfer to the general case. 
Lemma 1 (cf. Lemma 1 in [ll]). Assume q E S(G) for i = 1,2 and let 6 be a 
T-fragment of G for i = 1, 2 such that T, fl (F2 U Tz) U T2 fl (F, U T,) contains an 
S E 6. Then the following statements hold. 
(a) Assume FI fl F2 f 0. Then IFI n TzJ 2 IF; fl TI and if FI fl F2 is no C5 
fragment, IFI fl T21 > I& n TII holds. 
(b) Assume FI n F2 # 0. Then FI n & = 0 or FI fl F2 is an G-fragment and 6 n & 
is a fragment of G. 
(c) If F2 is an S-end of G such that F2 $ FI and PI rl& # 0, then F, rl F2 = 0. 
For the proof of Lemma 1 we remark only that in case FI rl F,#0, 
T : = FI fl T, U TI fl Tz U F2 rl T, 2 N(F, fl F2; G) is a separating set containing an 
S E Q, hence G(T) E E&G) or ITJ > p(G). From this, Lemma 1 follows in the 
same way as Lemma 1 in [ll]. 0 
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The proof of the following two lemmas also is a word-for-word translation into 
the general case of the proof of the corresponding results in [ 111. 
Lemma 2 (cf. Lemma 2 in [ll]). Let B be an G-end of G and assume there is a 
T E E(G) such that T fl B # 0 and T n (B U TB) contains an S E 6. Then the 
following statements hold. 
(a) If there is a T-fragment F of G with F n B # 0, then B g T and IB( < &(G) 
or E E TB and (F( c&(G). 
(b) B c T or fi c T holds or there is a T-fragment F c Ts. 
Lemma 3 (cf. Lemma 3 in [ll]). Assume there is an G-end B of G such that 
IBl >&(G) and IL?( 3 iu(G) and there is a T E X(G) such that T n B # 0 and 
T n (B U T,) contains an S E Ej. Then there is a T-fragment F such that F c Ts 
and JFI <au(G). 
Of course, the T-fragments F, F in Lemmata 2 and 3 are G-fragments, as 
T E E,(G). We need still another simple property of fragments. 
Lemma 4. Let & be a T-fragment of G for i = 1, 2 and assume FI E T2. Then 
IF2 n TII 3 IFI\ or F2 G TI. Zf T E E,(G) and IFI1 = a&G), then IF2 fl TII 2 I&I. 
Proof. If &$ T,, then 4 rl& #0 and by Lemma l(a), Ifi rl T,I 2 IFi n &I = IfiI. 
For the second assertion, jFzl a IFI] by definition of a&(G) and hence in any case 
I4 n Til 2 I&I. q 
In a similar way as Theorem 1 in [7] follows, Lemmata l(a), l(b), and (4) imply 
Theorem 1. Let A be an C-atom of G and assume there is a T E E(G) with 
TnA#0 such that Tn(AUT,) contains an SET. Then AET and IAl< 
$ IT - TAI. 
Corollary 1. For every 6critical graph G, a%(G) < $u(G) holds. In particular, 
every %-critical graph is 2-connected. 
It should be emphasized that even in an ?&critical graph G, an S-atom A does 
not necessarily have the following property: 
TE&(G) and TnA#B+AsT. 
It is not enough that there is an S E G in T, but there must be an S E G in 
T n (A u TA)! So it may happen that there are (S-fragments F with F fl A # 0, but 
A $ F. 
We search now for a generalization of Corollary 1 of Theorem 1 in [ll], which 
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says that every non-complete critical graph G has two disjoint fragments of order 
at most ip(G). The direct analogue is not true for G-critical graphs. Let us look 
at an example. 
Example II. Choose any integers m 3 1 and k 3 3. Let G(2i) be a K,,,, for 
i=l . . , k - 1, G(2i + 1) a K,,,,, for i = 1, . . . , k - 2, G(1) and G(2k - 1) a 
K,, ‘aid G(0) a K,,_, such that G(i) n G(j) = 0 for i #j. The graph G,,,k arises 
from Uf$’ G(i) by adding all edges between G(i) and G(i + 1) for all i E Zzk. 
Then p(G,,J = 2m and X(G,,,) = {G(O) U G(2i + 1) : i = 1, . . . , k - 2) U 
{G(l) U G(2k - l)}. Hence G+ is almost critical, but not critical, and G(0) is 
the only fragment of G,,,k of order at most m. 
For some classes of G-critical graphs we can get disjoint small fragments from 
Theorem 2. Let A be an 6-atom of an G-critical graph G. Then there is an 
G-fragment F disjoint to A and an R s V(F) with JRJ s &x(G) such that there is no 
SE~~~FUN(F-R;G)~~~~S~(F-R)#~. 
Proof, First we remark that an G-fragment F disjoint from A satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 2 for R := V(F) if IFJ < in, where IZ := p(G). 
Let B E A be an G-end. Define IX’ := {T E S(G): T n B # 0 and there is an 
S E G in T n (B U TB)} and (5’ : = {S E $5 : S G T rl (B U T,) for a T E a’}. Since 
G is G-critical, X’ # 0 and E5’ # 0. Consider any T E X’ s S,(G) and suppose 
there is a T-fragment F with F fl B # 0. Then by Lemma 2(a), B or F has order at 
most in and is disjoint from A. So we may assume I? E T for all T E X’ #0. 
Hence p(G’) = n - [I?[ for G’:= G - V(B). 
Let B’ be an G’-end of G’. We may assume JB’( > $(G’) and IB’G’I > &(G’), 
since B’ and F”’ are also G-fragments of G, which are disjoint from A, because 
A c B. As G’ has disjoint Q’-ends, we may assume IB’ n TBI c $z. Define 
R := V(B’ rl Ts) and suppose B’ and R do not have the properties desired. Then 
there is an S E G such that S c B’ U N(B’ - R; G) and S n (B’ - R) f 0. This 
implies S c B U TB and S fl B # 0. G being G-critical, there is a T E S(G) 
containing S. Hence T E 5’ and SE G’. Then T’:= T - B E X(G’) satisfies 
T’ r\ B’ #0 and S E T’ n (B’ U N(B’; G’)), since N(B’ - R; G) = N(B’ - 
R; G’). Hence we can apply Lemma 3 to G’, %‘, B’, T’, S and get a 
T’-fragment F of G’ of order less than $(G’). Then F is an G-fragment of G of 
order at most in, which is disjoint from A. 0 
Corollary 2. Every &-critical graph G has two disjoint Ck-fragments of order at 
most ip(G). 
Proof. Let A be a &-atom and consider a C,-fragment F and R s V(F) as in 
Theorem 2. Then F - R = 0, as every complete graph K with K rl (F - R) # 0 is 
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contained in F UN(F - R; G). Hence IF] < &(G) and by Corollary 1, IAl s 
&(G), as well. 0 
Corollary 3. Every almost critical, non-complete graph G has disjoint fragments FI 
and F2 such that 141 s &u(G) and I&n Cr(G)( s&(G). 
Proof. An almost critical, non-complete graph G is G-critical for 6 : = {{x} :x E 
Cr(G)}. Let A be an g-atom of G and consider an G-fragment F and R c V(F) 
as in Theorem 2. Then Cr(G) n (F - R) =0 and hence ]Cr(G) II FI s IRI s 
UP. q 
2. Contraction-critical and almost critical graphs 
Thomassen proved in [14] that every contraction-critical graph does contain a 
triangle. His proof is more or less a proof of Corollary 1 for G := Cz, which 
immediately implies this fact. For let A be a &-atom of G of order at most 
&(G). If IA( = 1, G contains a triangle, as TA contains an edge. If (Al 2 2, then 
every edge of A is contained in a triangle of G. This is implied by the following 
easy lemma, which is used in [14] and explicitly proved in [2]. 
Lemma 5. If a fragment F of G has an edge which is not contained in a triangle of 
G, then (F( 2 u(G). 
Proof. If [x, y] E E(F) is not in a triangle, then N(x; G) f~ N(y; G) = 0 and 
N(x, G) U N(y; G) c F U Tr. 0 
The result of Thomassen means that every non-trivial graph G without triangles 
has an edge which is not in any T E X(G). Such an edge [x, y] E E(G) - 
U TEzcGj E(T) of a non-complete graph G is called contractible. It was proved by 
Egawa et al. in [2] that every graph G of connectivity number n 2 2 and of order 
at least 3n without triangles has at least ICI + $n’ - 3n contractible edges. An 
essential part of their proof follows immediately from Lemma 3. To see this, 
consider a graph G of connectivity number n 2 2 without triangles and define 
(5 := {V(e): e E UTEzCGj E(T)}. We may assume G # 0. Every G-fragment F of 
G has order at least n by Lemma 5, as JFI = 1 is impossible. Consider any G-end 
B of G. Then IBJ 2 n and lB12 n holds and by Lemma 3 there is no T E 5(G) 
with T n B # 0 such that T fl (B U T,) contains an S E 55. Hence every e E E(G) 
with V(e) fl B # 0 is contractible. Choosing an G-end B’ s B, we get disjoint 
ends B and B’ c B such that every edge incident to a vertex of B U B’ is 
contractible. This result was an important step in the proof given by Egawa et al. 
Another crucial step in their proof was the fact that every vertex z of G is 
incident to at least two contractible edges. To see this, define Gz := 
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{{z, x> : [z, xl E UTEcT(G) E(T))> assume (5, # 0, and consider an G,-end B. Then 
Lemma 3 implies again that all [z, x] E E(G) with x E B are contractible. As there 
is at least one such edge (because z E TB) and there is an G,,-end B’ G B, we get 
two contractible edges in z. 
We study now the number and distribution of triangles in contraction-critical 
graphs. We shall show that every C2-critical graph G has at least i JGJ triangles 
and that every &-fragment of G contains a vertex which is on a triangle of G. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a C2-critical graph and assume z E V(G) is not contained in 
a triangle of G. Then there are an x E N(z; G) and an edge [x, y] E E(G) such that 
there are at feast d(x; G) - i@(G) - 1) triangles containing [x, y]. 
Proof. Denote n:=p(G) and define ~:={{~,x}:[z,x]EE(G)}. As every 
G-fragment F has F n N(z; G) #0, the graph G is G-critical, because it is 
&-critical. Let us consider an G-atom A. Applying Theorem 1, we get 
IAl s i(n - l), since z E T for all T E ES(G). As z is not on a triangle, but 
TA E X.,(G), we have JAJ 2 2. Hence there is an [x, y] E E(A) with x E N(z; G). 
Denoting c:= IN(x; G) n N(y; G)(, we get the inequalities d(x; G) -c + 
d(y;G)-c+c~lAJ+JT,I+3n-l), which implies the claim that c 2 
d(x, G) - i(n - 1). 0 
Remark. For n = 4, we get IAl = 1 for the 5atom A in the proof of Theorem 3. 
Hence in a C,-critical graph of connectivity number 4, every vertex z is on a 
triangle which contains a vertex x # z of degree 4. This was used by Fontet in [3] 
and [4]. 
Theorem 4. Every Cz-critical graph G has at least f JGI triangles. 
Proof. Let t(G) denote the number of triangles of G and for e E E(G), let t(e) be 
the number of triangles of G containing e. Define H := (V(G), {e E E(G) : t(e) > 
0)) and J:= {z E V(G):d(z; H) = O}. F or z E J, we choose an x :=f(z) in 
N(z; G) as in Theorem 3. Denoting n :=p(G), then If-‘(x)/ < $(n - 1) for 
x E X:=f(J) by Theorem 3 and, therefore, Clx,vltE(Hj t([x, y]) 2 2(d(x; G) - 
?(n - 1)) ,> n + 1 > 2(lf-‘(x)1 + 1) for x E X by Theorem 3. So we get 
(Lx) c c t([x, Yl) ~2(IJI + IW 
xcx [x,yltHff) 
Since every y E Y : = V(G) - (X U J) . 1s on a traingle in G, we have also 
(B) c c t([y,xl)>-2 IV. 
YSY lYJlEE(ff) 
Addition of ((Y) and (/3) gives the assertion 
2 ICI 5~ c c @,Yl) = 6t(G). 0 
xtV(G) [x,Yl~~(w 
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One could conjecture that every vertex of a contraction-critical graph is on a 
triangle. But this is not true, as the following example shows. 
Example III. Take any even integer m > 4 and any integer k 3 2m + 1. Consider 
k disjoint complete graphs K’ of order m, say, V(K’) = {af, . . . , a;}. The graph 
R’ then arises from lJf=, K’ by adding all edges [a;, ujzk] for h = 1, . . . , $rn + 
I,% &, and j E Z,. As m 2 4, there is an independent vertex set U with (15’1 = k, 
for instance, {a:, a:, . . . , a:}. Construct R,,, from R& by adding any further 
vertex z and all edges [z, U] for u E U. Then P(R~,~) = 2m + 1 and R,+ is 
C,-critical, but there is no triangle containing z. 
In Section 3 we will need the fact that every &-fragment of a &critical graph 
G has a vertex contained in a triangle of G. For this we need 
Lemma 6. Let B be an independent vertex set of G such that A : = G - B is not 
independent and 1 BI > IAl 3 2 holds. Assume d(u; G) B IBI for all a E A and there 
isunu~A withd(u;G)>(AI. ThenthereisutriungleDinGwithDnBfO. 
Proof. By induction on (A(. The claim is obvious for [A( = 2. Suppose (Al > 2. If 
A is disconnected, we can delete a least component of A and by induction get the 
triangle desired. Let us assume that A is connected. By assumption, there is an 
a0 E V(A) with d(u,; G) > IAl. There is an a #a, in A such that A - {a} is 
connected. Since d(u; G) 2 IAl, there is a b E B Cl N(u; G). If there is no triangle 
containing [a, b], then G’:=G - {a, b}, B’:= B - {b}, and A’:=A - {a} satisfy 
the conditions of the lemma. Then, by induction, there is a triangle D with 
DflB’f0. 17 
Theorem 5. Let F be a C,-fragment of a C2-critical graph G. Then there is a 
triangle D in G with D n F # 0. 
Proof. Choose a &-end B c F. Let us suppose there is no triangle in G 
containing a vertex of B. Then I B I 2 2 as E( T,) # 0 and hence I B I 2 p(G) = : n by 
Lemma 5. Define G := {V(e): e E E(G) and V(e) fl B # 0} and let A be an 
G-atom of G. Since T, contains an edge incident to an x E B, we have IA( 3 2 and 
N(x; G) rl A # 0. Then {x, z} E G for z E N(x; G) n A f 0 and Theorem 1 implies 
IAl s f(n - 1). But then B n A = 0 by Lemma 5, since (A( 2 2. Hence B n A # 0, 
since IBI > n. B being a &-end, B rl A cannot be a &fragment. Hence Lemma 
l(b) and (a) implies B tl A = 0 and 1 B n TAI > IA n TBI = IAl. Let us consider the 
graph H:= G(A U (B n T,)) - E(B n T,). Then d(u; H) = d(u; G - (TA - B)) 3 
n-IT,-BI=JT,nBI forallaEA. As IT,nB(>IAIz=2, WecanapplyLemma 
6 to H for V(B n T,) and A and get a triangle D intersecting B fl T,, a 
contradiction to our assumption. Cl 
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We turn now to almost critical graphs. These graphs occur in a natural way; for 
given an atom A of a contraction-critical graph G, G - A is almost critical. This is 
generalized in 
Lemma 7. Let A be an E-atom of an G-critical graph G. If for every x E TA, there 
is an S E % containing x such that S n A # 0 and S E A U TA, then G - V(A) is 
almost critical and V(TA) c Cr(G - V(A)). 
Proof. Consider G’ : = G - V(A) and any x E TA # 0. There is an S E G such that 
S n A # 0 and x E S c A U TA. G being G-critical, there is a T E X(G) containing 
S and A c T by Theorem 1. Hence p(G’) = p(G) - JAJ and x E Cr(G’). As 
F’ fl T, #0 for every fragment F’ of G’, G’ is almost critical. q 
Remark. Instead of the assumption ‘A is an G-atom’, it is enough to assume in 
Lemma 7 that a non-empty A 5 V(G) has the property: If T n A # 0 for a 
T E X(G) and T n (A U N(A; G)) contains an SE G, then A c T. So, for 
instance, it is true that G -z is almost critical for any vertex z of a 
contraction-critical graph G. 
In Theorem 2 of [ll] it was proven that every non-complete, critical graph has 
four disjoint fragments. This is not true for almost critical graphs, as Example II 
shows. A still simpler counterexample is the following graph: For any integer 
n 3 3, choose a complete graph K of order at least 2n, add two adjacent vertices 
a,, a2 and join ai to a set Ai of exactly n - 1 vertices of K for i = 1, 2, such that 
IA, U AZ1 > n. This graph is almost critical and does not have four disjoint 
fragments. Analysing the proof of Theorem 2 in [ll], it is easily seen that the 
same arguments even prove the following more general result. 
Theorem 6. Every almost critical, non-complete graph G has fragments F,, F2, F;, 
fi such that F,, 4, 4, and fi fl Cr(G) are disjoint. 
Since F n Cr(D) f 0 for a fragment F of G, F4 ~$6 and F; $ F4 for i = 1,2, 3. In 
Theorem 6, we can choose F, as an atom of G and get, in addition, that 
FI fl 4 = 0. But it is not possible to achieve, moreover, F2 fl F4 = 0, as Example II 
shows. 
Egawa proved in [l] that a(G) 6 i@(G)) f or every non-complete, contraction- 
critical graph G. Considering an atom of G, this result follows immediately from 
Lemma 7, Theorem 6, and Lemma 4. 
3. Ck-critical graphs 
In this section we will study mainly the connectivity of C,-critical graphs. We 
shall show that C,-critical graphs are 6-connected and that every C-critical graph 
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G is 8-connected and does not contain a complete graph of order p(G) - 2, 
if it is minimally p(G)-connected. Unfortunately, I have not succeeded in 
deciding if there are finite C-critical graphs. This class of graphs is related to a 
well-known conjecture of Slater [13], which says that for all positive integers n the 
only (n, [4nj + 1)-graph (cf. Example I (1)) is K,,,. (Some stronger conjectures 
are found in [lo].) Let us verify that there is no non-complete (n, [in] + l)- 
graph, if p(G) > n for every C-critical graph G. Suppose G is a non-complete 
(n, lfn] + 1)-graph. If there is no C-critical graph of connectivity number n, 
there must be a complete subgraph K E G not contained in any T E E(G). As G 
is (l&z] + 1)-critical, IKI > L+n] + 1. But G cannot contain such a large complete 
subgraph (see Theorem 1 in [12]). If there were no C-critical graph, therefore, 
Slater’s conjecture would be settled. It is obvious that there is no C-critical line 
graph L(G), because 0 # {[a, x1:=x E N(a; G)} E T E X(L(G)) for any a E V(G) 
would imply the contradiction that T - {[a, b]} is also separating in L(G) for 
b E N(a; G). Hence Slater’s conjecture is true for line graphs, as proved in 
[6].-For proving Slater’s conjecture, it would be sufficient to show that every 
k-critical graph does contain a K,,,. This could be true for all k and certainly is 
true for k = 2 by Thomassen’s result, which we generalized in Section 2. But I do 
not know if every 3-critical graph must contain a Kq. I do not even know if there 
is any k such that every k-critical graph must contain a K4. 
First, let us consider examples showing that for every positive integer k there 
are C,-critical graphs which are neither C,+,-critical nor 3-critical. 
Example IV. For positive integers k and m > 3k define H,(k) : = (Zm, {[x, x + 
K]:xE&andK=l,..., k}). Then ,u((H,(k)) = 2k and H,(k) is C,-critical, but 
neither C,+,- critical nor 3-critical. The graphs H,(k) also show that for given k, 
there are C,-critical graphs of connectivity number 2k having arbitrarily large 
order. This is in contrast with the results for 3-critical graphs in [9], where it was 
proved that every (n, 3)-graph has less than 6n2 vertices. 
For the proof of the fact that every C-critical graph is &connected, we need a 
series of specialized lemmata. 
Lemma 8. Let B be afragment ofa graph G with V(B) = {a, b}. If a E T E Z(G), 
then b E T or V(T - B) E N(b; G). 
The easy proof of this lemma is left to the reader. 
Lemma 9. Let 4 be a T-fragment of G for i = 1,2 such that F1 fl F2 # 0 and 
consider B E T1 fl T,. Then IF1 n T21 2 (&C-I TII + (B( - (N(B; G) fl F1 fl F21 or 
V(F, n F,) E N(B; G). If )N(B; G) fl F1 fl F2/ < JBJ s 2, then IF1 fl TzJ > JFz n TII or 
V(F, n F,) = {z} with N(z; G) = V(F, n G) u V(T, n G) u V(I$ n T,). 
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Proof. Suppose R := V(F, fl F,) - N(B; G) f 0. ThenN(R; G) E N(B; G) n F, n F2 
uF,nT,uF,nT,u(T,nT,-B) and hence ITrI = P(G) s lN(R; G)l s 
(N(B; G) n 6 n &I+ IFI n T2/ + Ifi n T,I + I& n T,( - (BI, which implies the first 
inequality. If IN(B; G) fl FI r) F,I < (B( d 2 and IF, fl T,( = IF; fl T,I (cf. Lemma 
l(a)), then V(F, rl F2) s N(B; G) by the assertion yet proved. Hence V(F, n 
F2) = {z} and (N(z; G)J c IF, fl T, U TI rl T2 U F2 n T,I = ITI/ = u(G), proving the 
second assertion. 0 
Lemma 10. Let B be an S-fragment of G(S E X(G)) with (B( c 2, T E 2(G) with 
B c T, and C E &(G - T) such that IC n SI = IB( and (Cl > 2. Let K’ be a clique 
of G such that K’nCnS#tB and K’nBf0, and assume TIES(G) with 
T’ 2 K’. Then B E T’ and the following two statements hold. 
(1) zf C’ n C#0 for C’ E E(G - T’), then IC’ n TI > IC n T’I and IC n T’I > 
IC’ n TJ. 
(2) (c’n T( 22 f or all C’ECT(G-T’), (CnT’(s2, and (CnT’(a2 or 
(C n T’( = ICI = 1. 
Proof. Suppose B $ T’. Then JBJ = 2 and by Lemma 8 we have N(b; G) 2 
V(T’ - R) for the vertex b E B - T’. But this is impossible, because T’ - R 
contains the clique K’. Hence B E T. 
Since CfISfIT’f0 and (CnSI=(B(, we have (C’nCnSI<(BI for all 
C’ E cS(G - T’). As T’ fl G(C U T) contains the clique K’, there cannot be a 
vertex z with N(z; G) 2 V(T’ fl (C U T)). If C’ fl C #0 for C’ E Cr(G - T’), 
therefore Lemma 9 implies IC’ fl TJ > ICfl T’J and ICrl T’I > IC’ rl TI. Hence 
(1) follows. 
Consider any C’ E (S(G - T’). As T’ contains a clique, IC’J 3 2. If C’ fl C # 0, 
then C’nT#0 by (1). If C’nC=0, then C’flTf0, because T’fICsK’r\ 
C#0. HenceC’nT#0forallC’EO(G-T’)andT’nC#O. 
For proving (C n T’J 3 2, we may assume C $ T’, because (Cl 2 2. Hence there 
is a C’ E CT(G - T’) with C’ n C#0. But then (1) implies IC fl T’( 32, since 
cl-l T#0. 
Consider any C’ E 6(G - T’). We may assume again C’ $ T. If C’ n C # 0, (1) 
implies (C’ n T( 2 2, as C rl T’ #0. If C’ fl C# 0, Lemma l(a) implies IC’ n 
T( 3 (C n T’( 3 2. Hence (C’ tl TI a 2 for all C’ E Cr(G - T’). 
If ICI32 and C+ T’, then Lemma l(a) implies ICfl T’( >2, because 
(C’ fl T/3 2 for all C’ E cS(G - T’). q 
Lemma 11. Let G be a C-critical graph with u(G) c 7 and let B be an S-fragment 
(S E X(G)) isomorphic to KZ. Assume K is a clique in G with K n B # 0 and 
K E T E X(G). Then JT n SI s 1. 
Proof. We will obtain a contradiction from the assumption IT fl SI 2 2. 
As T - I? contains the clique K, B 5 T by Lemma 8 and ICI 2 2 for all 
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C E O(G - T). Hence Lemma 4 implies (C II S( 3 2 for all C E K(G - T). Since 
(TnS(z2 and ,u(G)5~7, there is a CECS(G--T) with (CflS(=2, say, 
V(C II S) = {c, c}. Th’ is notation c, E may be chosen in such a way that 
N(c; G) 2 V(B), if there is such a vertex in C fl S. As c E V(S) = N(B; G), there 
are cliques K’ with c E K’ and K’ n B # 0. Choose such a clique K’ so that 
IK’ n T fl SI is maximal. G being C-critical, there is a T’ E E(G) containing K’. 
Applying Lemma 10, we get B c T’ and 
(a) IC n T’[ a 2, IC n T’I 2 2, and (C’ n TI a 2 for ~11 C’ E E(G - T’). 
Next we prove 
(b) Assume there is a C’ E cS(G - T’) with C’ fl C #0. Then JC fI T’J = JC’ n 
TJ = 3, T rl T’ = B, and p(G) = 7. Furthermore, c’ s T and Ic’) = 2 hold. 
From(a)andTnT’~Bweget7~ITI~IC’nTI+2+2,henceICfnTI~3 
and in the same way IC fl T’( s 3. On the other hand, (a) and the first part of 
Lemma 10 imply IC’ fl T( 2 3 and IC n T’j a 3. So (C’ fl Tj = 3 = IC n T’). From 
IC’ n TI = 3 and (a) we get T’ rl T = B, Ic? n TI = 2, and p(G) = 7. But then 
C’ rl C = 0, because C’ n C # 0 implies IC’ n T( 2 3 in the same way as above for 
C’. Lemma l(a) shows C” n C = 0, since (C’ n T( < IC fl T’(. Hence C’ E T. 
(c) If N(c; G) n T n S # 0, then T’ n T n S # 0. 
Assume there is an x E N(c; G) tl T fl S. If V(B) s N(c; G), there is a triangle 
D 2 {c, x} with D fl B #0. If V(B) $N(c; G), then by the choice of c, also 
V(B) $ N(E’; G). But this implies V(B) c N(x; G) and there is again a triangle D 
as above. Hence, by the choice of K’, JK’nTnSlalDnTnS(=l, which 
implies IT’ fl T fl SI 3 1. 
(d) CET’and2s(C(s3. 
Suppose C $ T’. Then there is a C’ E cS(G - T’) such that C’ rl C f 0. Then 
~‘~TandJ~‘l=2by(b)andLemma4implies~~’nS)~2,hence~‘~TnS. 
From c E T’ we get N(c; G) fl C’ # 0, hence N(c; G) fl T fl S f 0. But this 
implies T’ n T n S # 0 by (c), in contradiction to T’ fl T = B which holds by 
(b).The bounds 2~ (Cl < 3 follow from (a) and JT’ n TJ 2 IBI = 2. 
(e) ICI = 2. 
Suppose lC( # 2, hence (Cl = 3 by (d). Then there is at most one C’ E E(G - 
T’) with C’nC#0, because C’nC#0 implies IC’flTJsJCnT’)=3 by 
Lemma l(a) and (d). Hence there are C’ E E(G - T’) with C’ _c T and then there 
is even a C’ E O(G - T’) such that C’ E T and (C’( = 2. Then by Lemma 4 again 
C’ E T fl S and hence N(c; G) n T rl S f 0. But then (c) implies (T fl T’I 2 
(Bj + 1 = 3, hence 7 2 (Cl + IT fl T’J + Ic fl T’I 2 6 + (c n T’(, thus contradicting 
(a). 
(f) T’n Tns#O and (TnSI =2. 
Since JCJ = 2 by (e) and JT fl SJ 2 2 by assumption, N(c; G) n T fl S # 0 holds. 
Hence T’nTnSf0 by (c). Now suppose JTrlslz3. Then 2<)CnSJ<7- 
(T n SJ - (C fl SJ ~2 by Lemma 4. Hence IC fl S( = 2 and C E cS(G - T). But 
then we can take C instead of C and get also C c T’ and ICI = 2 from (d) and (e). 
As IC’ tl SI 22 for all C’ E a(G - T’) by Lemma 4, we get the contradiction 
7~~(S(~lT’nS(+(c’nS(+(C’nSI~4+2+2. 
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Using properties (a) through (f), we can now complete the proof of Lemma 11. 
Since (TnS(=2 and T’nTrlSf0 by (f), we have JC’nTnsl<l for all 
C’ E Q(G - 7”). Hence C’ c& T and, therefore, C’ fl C # 0 for all C’ E Q(G - T’), 
as C E T’ by (d). Furthermore, JC’ n TJ =2 for all C’ E tJ(G - T’) by (a), as 
IT’nTJ~lBI+IT’nTnsl~3. Since lCnSls3, there is a C’ECS(G-T’) 
such that (C’ rl C fl S( 6 1. Then C’ n T rl S # 0 and by Lemma 9, C’ tl c consists 
of a single vertex z with N(z; G) 2 V(T - c’). Since 1 T fl SI = 2, T’ fl T rl S # 0, 
and C’ fl T fl S # 0, we get V(B) U V(T fl S) E V(T - c’) E N(z; G), which is 
impossible, because the clique K is contained in G(B U T rl S). 0 
Lemma 11 immediately implies 
Lemma 12. Let G be a C-critical graph with p(G) s 7 and let B be a fragment of 
G isomorphic to K2. Then there is no triangle D in G such that (D fl B( = 1. 
Now we are prepared to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 7. Every finite, C-critical graph G is 8-connected. 
Proof. We assume p(G)s7. Define G:={V(K):K clique of G with (K(a3). 
By Thomassen’s result [14] (cf. theorem 4), 6 # 0. By Theorem 5, G is g-critical. 
Choose an (Z-atom A of G and define S:=N(A; G). By the definition of 6, there 
is a triangle D in G(S). By Corollary 1, the assumption, and the definition of G, 
2s /A( ~3. 
If IAJ = 2, then there is an a E A with (N(a; G) flol2 2 and hence there is a 
triangle D’ with ID’ n Al = 1, contradicting Lemma 12. Hence IAl = 3. 
By Theorem 5, there is a triangle D with D n A # 0. Choose a triangle D with 
D n A # 0 so that 1 D rl SI is as large as possible. Let K be a clique containing D 
and T E Z(G) containing K. Then T E &(G) and A 5 T by Theorem 1. So 
(C ns( 23 for all CE a(G - T) by Lemma 4. This implies p(G) 36 and 
(T rl SI s 1. Hence )D fl SI G 1 and by the choice of D, there is no triangle D’ 
with ID’ fl AJ = 1. It is easy to see then that A is a triangle and G(D U 
A) - (E(D) U E(A)) consists of three disjoint edges [di, a,], where V(D) = 
{d,, d,, d,} and V(A) = {a,, a2, u3}. Then S’ := (S - {d,}) U {al} is a smallest 
separating set of G and B :=A - {a,} is a component of G - S’. As p(G) 16, 
there is an s ES - 0. But then s, a,, a2 span a triangle D’ with ID’ fI Bj = 1, 
contradicting Lemma 12. q 
Remark. At the end of Section 2 we saw that a result of Egawa [1] follows 
immediately from Theorem 6. If we had a result similar to Theorem 6 for all 
(Z-critical graphs, (perhaps) it would be possible to derive Theorem 7 from such a 
result in an analogous way. 
In the next theorem we shall prove that a C-critical, minimally n-connected 
graph cannot contain a K,_z. (A graph G is called minimally n-connected, if 
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p(G) = n, but p(G - e) <n for all e E E(G).) This is not right for C,-critical, 
minimally n-connected graphs as the graphs H,(3) from Example IV show. We 
give yet another example. 
Example V. For integers m > i 2 1, let G,,i arise from K’U K* by adding the 
edges [xk, x2,+*] for A = 1, . . . , i and K E Z,, where K’ and K* are disjoint 
complete graphs of order m with V(Kk) = {x:, . . . , xi} for k = 1, 2. The graphs 
G,,i are (m + i - 1)-regular and (m + i - 1)-connected. As for m 3 2i - 1 and 
j 6 i, every complete subgraph of G,,i of order j is contained in a complete 
subgraph of order j + 1, the graphs Gm,i are C-critical for all m 3 2i - 1. Hence, 
for all i 2 1 and II 3 max(3i - 2, 2), there are Ci-critical, minimally n-connected 
graphs which do contain a K,+l_i. 
It is well known that a non-complete, minimally n-connected graph cannot 
contain a K,,, for n 3 2 (cf. [5] or [S]). A Crcritical, minimally n-connected 
graph G cannot contain a K,, because such a subgraph K, has a vertex z of 
degree n in G (see [8]) and then for the vertex x E N(z; G) - V(K,), the edge 
[z, x] cannot be in a T E Z(G). (It is well known that there are no &-critical 
graphs of connectivity number 2. This follows, for instance, from Theorem 1, 
which shows that a &-atom of a &-critical graph G has order at most 
&p(G) - l).) I do not know if a &critical, minimally n-connected graph can 
contain a K,_l, but this seems unlikely. If minimality is not assumed, there is no 
upper bound for the order of a complete graph contained in a C-critical graph of 
connectivity number n. This is shown by the following 
Example VI. Take any positive integers k aianddelinen:=(k+l)i. LetHbea 
bipartite graph with bipartition A, B (i.e. A, B is a partition of V(H) into 
independent vertex sets) and let B1, . . . , B,beapartitionofB. ForK=l, . . . ,k, 
the graph H(A U B,) may arise from a complete bipartite graph Ki+,,i+, with 
bipartition A, B, by deleting the edges of a l-factor. Then N(A’; H) = B for all 
A’ c A having at least two elements, hence 
(Z) /&‘(A’; H)( = k(i + 1) a ki + i = n. 
Define H: = H U C, where C is a complete graph with V(C) = A. Then 
d(a; I?) = n for all a E A. Let K be a complete graph of order at least k(i + 1). 
For j E J, let n, be a copy of H, where “i E V(f?,) and Bj E V(Hj) correspond to 
A and B, respectively. Assume A, fl Aj, = 0 for all j Zj’, A, n V(K) = 0 and 
B, G V(K) for all j E J such that for every S c V(K) with (S( = i, there is a j E J 
with S c_ Bj. Then the graph G := K U UjEJfij is n-connected by (Z). It is 
C-critical, as well, because for every complete subgraph K;. of G with i’s i, 
there is a vertex z E U,,,A, such that d(z; G) = n and N(z; G) 2 V(K,.). 
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Theorem 8. A C-critical, minimally n-connected graph G cannot contain a 
complete subgraph K,,_-2. 
Proof. We suppose that G does contain a K,,_-2. Let K be a clique containing this 
K,,_*. There is a T E E(G) containing K. By Theorem 7, n 2 8. Hence there is a 
b E V(K) with d(b; G) = n by [8]. As lN(b; G) - T1 s 3, there is a C E B(G - T) 
with IC n N(b; G)J = 1, say, C n N(b; G) = {a’}. Let K’ be a clique containing 
{a’} U N(a’; G) n K. In particular, b E K’. There is a T’ E E(G) containing K’. 
As(C(>2and(c’(Z2,weget(CfITf(a2, ICTrT’(?2,and(CfflTT(>2forall 
C’ E O(G - T’) from Lemma 10 (2). There is a C’ E O(G - T’) with C’ fl K = 0. 
ThenCfnT=T-Kand(KI=n-2,asIC’nTI~2.ThisimpliesC’nC=0by 
Lemma9,as)~nTT’I~2.AsC’nT=T-KandK’~T’,ofcourse,~‘nTE 
K-K’. As N(a’; G) n (K-K’) = 0 by choice of K’ and a’ E C fl T’, we see 
c’ n C # 0. Then JC rl T’I > IC’ r) TI by Lemma 9 and so C’ n c = 0 by Lemma 
l(a). This implies C’s T and hence C’ = T - K. As b E T’, there is an 
a E N(b; G) n C’ s T - K. Setting N(b; G) - K = {a, a’, a”}, it follows that 
N(b; G) n c = {a”}. Starting from c, a” instead of C, a’ and defining K”, T” 
analogously, we see as above that T - K is a component of G - T”, as well. But 
then V(T’) = N( T - K; G) = V(T”) and hence {a’, a”} E N(T - K; G). Then 
N(a; G) fl {a’, a”} # 0, say, [a, a’] E E(G). But then b, a, a’ span a triangle D. 
There are a clique K* 2 D and a T* E X(G) containing K*. Then by Lemma 10 
(2) again, (C* fl TJ ~2 for all C* E Cr(G - T*), contradicting the fact that 
(T-(KUT*)lsl. •i 
Slater’s conjecture [13] that there is no non-complete (2k - 1, k)-graph is 
obviously equivalent to the conjecture (S,): Every non-complete, k-critical graph 
is (2k)-connected. Concluding this paper, we will show that for k s 3, (Sk) 
remains true, if we replace ‘k-critical’ by ‘C,-critical’. (If this were true for all k, 
of course, there would be no C-critical graph.) For k = 1, this is well known (see 
Corollary 1). For k = 2, the assertion follows from Tutte’s construction-theorem 
for 3-connected graphs [15]. For the only contraction-critical graph of connec- 
tivity number 3 is the complete graph K4. (Cf. also the paragraph before Example 
VI.) We now give a proof for k = 3. 
Theorem 9. Every C,-critical graph is 6-connected. 
Proof. We assume n := p(G) s 5. Without loss of generality, we suppose G 
minimally n-connected. G cannot be C-critical by Theorem 7, hence there exists a 
K, 5 G and by [8] there is a b E V(K,) with d(b; G) = rz. There cannot be a 
complete graph K c Th := G(N(b; G)) with IKI < 2 such that Th - Z? is complete, 
because there would be a 7 E Z(G) containing K U {b}, which would have to 
separate the complete graph Th - R. As D := Tb n K4 is a triangle, this implies 
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p(G) = 5. Define {d,, dZ, d3} := V(D) and {a,, a2} := V(Tb) - D. First we prove 
As we have seen above, [aI, a21 $ E(G), so it is enough to show that the 
assumption [al, d,] E E(G) leads to a contradiction. By C,-criticality, there is 
then a T E S(G) containing {b, al, d,}. As u2 and D - T belong to different 
components of G - T, there is a C E Cr(G - T) such that C rl Tb = {u2}. As a, E T 
and [aI, uz] $ E(G), 1CJ 2 2 holds. Let K be a clique of G({uz, dz, d3}) containing 
u2. Then lK( ~2, as c fl {d2, d3} # 0. By C3-criticality, there is a T’ E X(G) 
containing {b} UK. As T’ separates u1 and D - T’ we sep, dl E T’. As 
G({b} U K) or G({b, dJ U K) is a clique in G, we can apply Lemma 10 (2) and 
get (C’ fl T( 3 2 for all C’ E Cr(G - T’), contradicting IT’ fl T( 2 ({b, d,}( = 2 and 
p(G) = 5. 
The graph G( { b, a,}) is a clique of G for i = 1, 2 by (2). There is a ;r;: E E(G) 
containing {b, ui} for i = 1, 2, and Th - {a,, u2} being complete, there is a 
Ci E E(G - T) with Ci tl Tb = {u~+~} for i E Z,. As ?r: contains a clique, jCil > 2 for 
i = 1,2. So we can apply Lemma 10 (2) and get lCnZJ32 for all CEO(G- 
K+r) and i E Z$. This implies (C tl T] = 2 for all C E Cr(G - T+r) and q rl G = 
{b}. Hence Ci c T:+r for i E Zl by Lemma 9 and so IC,( = 2 for i = 1, 2. Since 
Cr rl Tb = {u2}, D := G(C, U C,) - {u2} . IS a triangle. Hence there is a T E X(G) 
containing 0. Then Cr U C,, T by Lemma 8, since [a,, u2] $ E(G). Since 
Tl n T2 = {b}, there is no vertex z with N(z ; G) =, V(CI U C,). So Lemma 4 
implies (c fl TII z 2 for all c E cS(G - T), which is incompatible with 17 tl T,I 2 
lC4 =2. q 
Finally, we will touch briefly upon the infinite case. First, we shall show by an 
example that the results of this paper are not true for infinite graphs, in general. 
Example VII. Let T be a tree regular of degree 4. Assign a quadrangle Q(X) to 
every x E V(T) such that Q(X) fl Q(y) = 0 for x # y. For every [x, y] E E(T), 
identify an edge of Q(X) with an edge of Q(y) in such a way that every edge of 
any quadrangle is identified with exactly one other edge. This is obviously 
possible. The resulting graph has connectivity number 2 and is contraction- 
critical, but it has no triangles. Hence it is even C-critical and represents a 
counterexample to the conclusions of Theorems 7 and 9 in the infinite case. 
The graph constructed above is regular of degree X0. As usual, for locally finite 
graphs, we have a better chance to get results similar to the results in the finite 
case. 
Theorem 10. Every contraction-critical, locally finite, infinite graph G has un 
infinite number of triangles. 
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Sketch of Proof. Choose any z E V(G) and define G := {V(e): e E E(G) and 
z E V(e)}. First we prove 
(2) There is a finite 5frugment of G. 
Consider an G-fragment F of G such that JF rl N(z ; G)I is minimal. There are 
an x E F n N(z; G) and a T E Z(G) containing {x, z}. Of course, T is finite, since 
G is locally finite. So we may assume that there is a C E E(G - T) with 
C fl F # 0. As (N(z; G) fl C rl FI < IN(z; G) fl FI, C fl F is not an G-fragment 
andso~nE=0asinLemmal(b).If~‘nF#0,thenalsoCnE=0,andhence 
P E T is a finite G-fragment. If C fl F = 0, then C G TF is a finite G-fragment. 
By (Z) an G-atom A of G is finite and hence Theorem 1 remains true for A, as 
is easily seen. But then Theorem 3 follows in the same way as in the finite case. 
Theorem 3 obviously implies that there are an infinite number of triangles in G. 
It is no problem to check that also Theorem 5 remains true for locally finite 
graphs, whereas the proof of Theorem 8 works even for all graphs of finite 
connectivity number 12 3 5. 
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